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Compositions of Al-Based Quasicrystals
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It is known previously that bulk metallic glass compositions satisfy cluster formulae [cluster](glue atom)1,3
of 24 valence electrons as deduced from our cluster-resonance model. In the present work, it is further shown that
compositions of Al-based binary and ternary quasicrystals are also explained by 24-electron cluster formulae of
the types [icosahedron](glue atom)0,1, where the icosahedral cluster is identi�ed from a corresponding crystalline
approximant according to dense atomic packing and cluster isolation criteria, and the glue atom site is either vacant
for an icosahedral quasicrystal or equal to one for a decagonal quasicrystal. Ternary quasicrystals are formulated
with the same formulae as their basic binary ones but the icosahedron shell sites are substituted by third elements.
The 24-electron cluster formulae are then the chemical and electronic structural units of quasicrystals, mimicking
the molecular formulae of chemical substances.
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1. Introduction

Atomic structures of alloy phases are generally de-
scribed in terms of crystallography, i.e. atomic coordi-
nates in unit cell scheme. However such a structural
description is not suitable for complex structures with
giant unit cell, not to mention for non-crystalline phases.
As pointed out by Mackay and Finney [1], an alternative
to crystallography might be clearly de�ned coordination
polyhedra and their spatial packing.
Following the same strategy, we have developed the

cluster-plus-glue-atom model to address the structural
description of metallic glasses, quasicrystals (QCs) [2],
and even normal compounds [3]. In this model, a phase
structure is dissociated into a 1st-neighbor coordination
polyhedron (i.e. cluster in our scheme) part and a 2nd-
-neighbor glue-atom part, or expressed in cluster for-
mula [cluster](glue atom)x. The cluster in the formula
should exhibit the strongest bonding among all the lo-
cal clusters present in a given structure, and it charac-
terizes the principal short-range-order feature that can
be presumably inherited in relevant structures. Close
atomic packing and cluster isolation criteria have been
used to identify the principal cluster [3]. By dense pack-
ing, we mean that the principal cluster should be the
most densely packed part in the structure. Here the pack-
ing e�ciency of a given cluster can be evaluated by com-
paring the radius ratios R0/R1 to that of an ideal cluster
R∗ [4]: ∆ = (R0/R1−R∗)/R∗, where R0 and R1 are the
atomic radii of the central atom and of the averaged shell
atoms [5]. For the ideally close-packed icosahedron the
R∗ ratio is 0.902.
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The isolation criterion states that the principal clus-
ter is generally not so much overlapped with neighbor-
ing clusters of the same kind. In periodic crystals, clus-
ter overlaps are common, which reduce complete clusters
into smaller e�ective ones [3]. However, it is di�cult to
judge a principal cluster only through its e�ective size
as stated in Ref. [3] because at the same time the glue
part should be minimized to show the dominating role
of the principal cluster over the whole structure. There-
fore we here amend the latter cluster isolation criterion
by proposing a cluster-to-glue ratio, i.e., the number of
atoms in the e�ective cluster to that in the glue part.
A large ratio means high cluster isolation.

Fig. 1. Two types of icosahedra Al7Co6 (left) and
Co3Al10 (right) in the Al5Co2 phase structure, pro-
jected along the a-axis and c-axis, respectively.

For QCs, the principal clusters are icosahedra adopted
from crystalline approximants [6]. Take the Al5Co2
phase for example, which is an approximant of decago-
nal quasicrystals [7]. Two icosahedra Al7Co6 (the �rst
element refers to the central atom) and Co3Al10 are
present, as depicted in Fig. 1, which are respectively
reduced to Al7Co3 (e�ective cluster size is 10 atoms)
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and Co1Al10/3 (e�ective cluster size is 13/3 atoms)
due to sharing of atoms between neighbouring clus-
ters. Hence the Al5Co2 phase could be described
by cluster formulae [Al7Co3](Al3Co) = Al10Co4 and
[Co1Al10/3]Co1/3 = Al10/3Co4/3, with the cluster-to-glue
ratios being 10/4 = 2.5 and (13/3)/(1/3) = 13, respec-
tively. This large di�erence singles out the icosahedron
Co3Al10 as the principal cluster to describe the Al5Co2
phase. By utilizing the Goldschmidt atomic radii for
Al (0.143 nm) and Co (0.125 nm), the packing e�cien-
cies of Al7Co6 and Co3Al10 are obtained, respectively
(0.143/((0.143×6+0.125×6)/12)−0.902)/0.902 = 18.3%
and (0.125/((0.143×10+0.125×2)/12)−0.902)/0.902 =
−1.0%, with the latter icosahedron indeed being densely
packed.

2. 24-electron cluster formulae of Al-based

quasicrystals

Recently, a cluster-resonance structural model has
been developed to assess the electrons per atom ratio
(e/a) of ideal metallic glasses [8]: e

a = 1.253π
3

1
ρar31

, with ρa
being the atomic density and r1 being the radius of the
principal cluster. The ideal atomic density is propor-
tional to Z/r31, which can be obtained by considering a
super-cluster composed of densely packed unit clusters,
with Z being the number of atoms in unit cluster formula.
Thus, the total number of valence electrons per unit clus-
ter formula e/u = (e/a)Z turned out to be constant,
being close to 24. Since for chemical molecules the to-
tal numbers of valence electrons in unit molecules follow
usually the octet-electron rule, being 8 (e.g. H2O) and
its multiplications like 16 (e.g. CO2), 24 (e.g. CaCO3)
and 32 (e.g. H2SO4), the cluster formulae here can be re-
garded as the �molecular� formulae because they are both
compositional and electronic structural units, mimicking
the molecular formulae of common chemical substances.
It is well accepted that quasicrystals are also sta-

bilized by Hume�Rothery mechanism, just like metal-

lic glasses. By using the principal icosahedral clusters
identi�ed from corresponding approximants using the
close atomic packing and isolation criteria [3], compo-
sitions of binary Al�TM (transition metal) QCs were de-
ciphered via the 24-electron cluster formulae [6]. The
number of valence electrons per unit cluster formula e/u
could be determined by e/u = (e/a)Z, with e/a =∑
Ci(e/a)i, Ci and (e/a)i being the atomic fraction and

the electron concentration of the i-th element. Here we
adopted (e/a)Al = +3 and a composition dependent
e/a assignment of TMs proposed by Stiehler et al. [9],
(e/a)TM = 1 − (100 − x)/x, x being the atomic per-
centage of TM in the binary Al-TM-3d alloys. For
instance, decagonal quasicrystals (DQCs) A177.6Mn22.4
is explained by [Mn2Al11]Mn1 = Al78.6Mn21.4 (e/u =
25.0, (e/a)Mn = 1 − (100 − 21.4)/21.4 = −2.7); DQCs
Al72−73Co27−28 and Al76−70Ni24−30 are deciphered as
[(Co,Ni)3Al10](Co,Ni) = Al71.4(Co,Ni)28.6 (e/u = 24.0,
(e/a)Co,Ni = −1.5), where the icosahedral clusters are
derived from crystalline approximants Al3Mn, Al5Co2,
and Al5NiFe, respectively. Icosahedral quasicrystals
(IQCs) Al86(Fe,Mn,Cr)14 are formulated as [TM2Al11] =
Al84.6TM15.4, with e/u = 24.0 ((e/a)Fe,Mn,Cr = −4.5),
with the icosahedra being obtained respectively from
Al45Cr7, Al4Mn, and Al13Fe4. Let us note that no glue
atoms are required for IQCs, which can be regarded as
random packing of icosahedra, thus supporting the icosa-
hedral glass model [10, 11].

With the aid of the relevant composition rules of
Al�TM binary QCs, ternary Al-based QCs (many
ternary QCs compositions are tabulated in Ref. [2]) are
revisited here and it will be shown that they are well ex-
plained by appropriate third elements substitutions of the
same base binary formulae [TM2Al11] (TM = Fe,Mn,Cr)
for IQCs, and [Mn2Al11]Mn1 or [TM3Al10]TM1 (TM =
Co,Ni) for DQCs, as listed in Table.

TABLE24-electron formulae of Al-based QCs from the cluster-plus-glue-atom model.
IQCs stands for icosahedral quasicrystals and DQCs for decagonal ones.

Experimental compositions Cluster formulae Z r1 [nm]
Empirical
ρa [nm−3]

e/u

IQC�Al62.5Cu24.5Fe13

[TM2(Al8Cu3)] = Al61.5Cu23.1TM15.4 13

0.2736 67.8 19.2

IQC�Al65Cu20Mn15 0.2634 67.5 21.6

IQC�Al65Cu24Cr11 0.2656 67.6 21.0

IQC�Al61.6Cu24.8Ru13.6 0.2758 65.8 19.2

IQC�Al68.1Cu16.1Ru15.8
[TM2Al9(Cu,Pd)2] = Al69.2(Cu,Pd)15.4TM15.4 13

0.2758 64.3 19.7

IQC�Al70Pd15Mna
15 0.2634 63.9 22.8

IQC�Al68.7Pd21.7Mn9.6 [MnPd(Al9Pd2)] = Al69.2Pd23.1Mn7.7 13 0.2634 63.2 23.0

DQC�Al69.8Pd12.1Mn18.1 [Mn(Mn0.5Pd0.5)Al10Pd]Pd = Al71.4Pd10.7Mn17.9 14 0.2634 64.0 24.5

DQC�Al72Co15.5Ni12.5 [(CoNi2)Al10]Co = [(NiCo2)Al10]Ni =Al71.4Co14.3Ni14.3 14 0.2627 66.7 23.7

DQC�Al64.3Cu21.9Co13.8 [(CoCu2)(Al9Cu)]Co = Al64.3Cu21.4Co14.3 14 0.2627 67.7 23.3

DQC�Al66Cu17Co17 [Co(Cu0.5Co0.5)CuAl9Cu]Co = Al64.4Cu17.8Co17.8 14 0.2627 67.8 23.3
aRef. [16].
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Since it is di�cult to assign the e/a contributions
from TMs in ternary QCs, here we adopt an alter-
native way to estimate e/u = (e/a)Z by use of the
expression e

a = 1.253π
3

1
ρar31

from the cluster-resonance
model. The atomic density ρa is ρa = NAρ/MA, where
NA = 6.02 × 1023 mol−1 is the Avogadro constant,
MA =

∑
CiMi is the average molecular mass of the alloy,

Ci andMi represent the atomic fraction and atomic mass
of the i-th element, ρ is the mass density, which can be
estimated by ρ =

∑
(CiMi)/

∑
(CiMi/ρi) [12], where ρi

is the mass density of a pure element i. With the help of
the estimated atomic density ρa, the radius of the cluster
r1 and the number of atoms in unit cluster formula Z,
e/u is then assessable.

Take the Al�Cu�Co DQC for example. As seen in
the previous section, the icosahedron Co3Al10 derived
from the Al5Co2 phase has been identi�ed to be the
principal icosahedron cluster. By referring to the clus-
ter formula [Co3Al10]Co1 of binary DQC�AlCo, DQC�
Al64.3Cu21.9Co13.8 [13] could be explained by substitut-
ing two Co and one Al atoms in the shell sites of the icosa-
hedron Co3Al10 by three Cu atoms: [CoCu2Al9Cu]Co1 =
Al64.3Cu21.4Co14.3. The composition deviation (the com-
position distance in ternary phase diagram) is only
0.7 at.%. By introducing atomic masses of Al (MAl =
26.982 g mol−1), Cu (MCu = 63.546 g mol−1), and Co
(MCo = 58.933 g mol−1) along with the corresponding
mass density (ρAl = 2.7 g cm−3, ρCu = 8.93 g cm−3 and
ρCo = 8.9 g cm−3) into the empirical mass density equa-
tion, ρ =

∑
(0.643 × 26.982 + 0.214 × 63.546 + 0.143 ×

58.933)/
∑

(0.643 × 26.982/2.7 + 0.214 × 63.546/8.93 +
0.143 × 58.933/8.9) = 4.4 g cm−3 is obtained, in good
agreement with the measured density of 4.5 g cm−3 for
the decagonal phase Al63Si2Cu20Co15 [14]. The atomic
density ρa = 6.02× 1023 × 4.4/(0.643× 26.982 + 0.214×
63.546 + 0.143 × 58.933) = 67.7 nm−3. Using the av-
erage cluster radius r1 = 0.2627 nm of the icosahe-
dron Co3Al10, the total number of valence electrons
per unit cluster formula e/u is then assessed: e/u =

(e/a)Z = 1.253π
3

1
67.7×0.26273 × 14 = 23.3, which is close

to 24. Another DQC�Al66Cu17Co17 [15] formulated as
[Co(Cu0.5Co0.5)CuAl9Cu]Co1 = Al64.4Cu17.8Co17.8 is ex-
plained using parameters ρa = 67.8 nm−3, r1 = 0.2627 Å,
Z = 14, which leads to e/u = 23.3. The composition de-
viation is about 2.1 at.%.

As summarized in Table, the cluster formulae of
ternary Al-based QCs all conform to the 24-electron rule,
with exceptions of Al�Cu�Fe and Al�Cu�Ru systems.
The relatively low e/u values may be due mainly to the
overestimated cluster radius r1, which is di�cult to be
determined when the shell atoms of the principal cluster
are scattered over a wide range. Meanwhile, substitutions
by third elements of di�erent atomic radii may also in-
troduce errors in the radius of the cluster r1 for ternary
Al-based QCs. For instance the twelve shell atoms of
the Fe2Al11 icosahedron spread over a distance range
from 0.2304 to 0.3476 nm, with an averaged radius of

0.2736 nm, but 24 electrons would require a smaller r1
value of 0.2538 nm.

3. Conclusions

In this contribution, compositions of Al-based QCs
have been deciphered by uni�ed cluster formulae
[icosahedron](glue)0,1 according to the cluster-plus-glue-
-atom model and the cluster-resonance model. The icosa-
hedra are identi�ed from the corresponding Al�TM bi-
nary approximants according to dense atomic packing
and cluster isolation criteria. Ternary Al-based QCs are
all constructed by third elements substitutions on the
shell sites of the icosahedra in the base binary cluster
formulae. Furthermore, it has been veri�ed that these
unit cluster formulae conform to the 24-electron rule as
deduced from the cluster-resonance model proposed for
ideal metallic glasses, which implies that the cluster for-
mulae of QCs are both the chemical and electronic struc-
tural units, mimicking the molecular formulae for chem-
ical substances.
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